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Please provide a brief, but descriptive, title for the research project:

Deterioration of Upper-Back Posture of Industrial Rope Access Technicians as a Function of
Hours Spent on Rope

M

What is the objective of the research?

SA

The objective of the proposed research project is to determine if a relationship exists between
the number of hours a technician has spent on rope and the state of his/her posture. The
research will include collecting photographs of SPRAT-certified technicians that exhibit
upper-back posture, as well as documenting their lifetime total of on-rope hours and an
annual average of on-rope hours for the previous 5 years. My end goal is to build a linear
regression model that predicts posture (as measured by the angle of the technician's neck
from vertical) as a function of on-rope hours, correcting for any effects due to age.

How is the research relevant to rope access and how will the findings benefit the rope access community?
With the rope access industry continually growing, more technicians are spending a larger
percentage of their careers on rope. Studies have already proven links between sitting at a desk
and heart disease, decreased cognitive ability and back pain. Harnesses are typically less
ergonomic than office chairs, and likely are even more strongly linked to such maladies. Finding a
positive correlation between on-rope hours and posture deterioration will bring attention to the
need for more ergonomic harnesses and better work practices. In 2005, American medical
spending on back pain was $86 billion. Funding this research is an investment in the long-term
health of all industrial rope access technicians.
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Please describe the methods that will be used to conduct the research:

E

This research project will include two phases: 1) data gathering, and 2) data analysis. The data
gathering phase will include designing a survey to be sent to rope access technicians, which will
request a summary of lifetime hours spent on rope, and average annual on-rope hours for the
previous 5 years. The survey will also request a side-view photograph of the technician for
posture analysis. We plan to survey 500 SPRAT-certified technicians, and expect a response rate
of 35%. For each of the approximately 175 respondents' photographs, we will draw a line from the
back of the shoulder blades to the back of the head, and determine the angle of that line from
vertical. This measurement will be our indicator of posture quality, with larger angles indicating
poorer posture. Finally, we will build a linear model to predicts posture using the "stats" package
within the R statistical computing environment. The model will include technician age as one of
the predictor variables, so that we are able to separate the effects of aging from the effects of
harness suspension.
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How are you (or your company) qualified to conduct this research?

SA

Other comments:

M

This is a data-driven research project that requires expertise in two fields: designing surveys
and statistical data analysis. Having studied psychology at the University of Edinburgh, I am
familiar with the process of designing a survey to collect the necessary information without
introducing any bias into the data. For example, I will design the survey to be "blind" so that
participants will be unaware that the research is related to posture. Depriving participants of
such information will prevent them from artificially improving their posture while their
photograph is taken. With regards to the analysis of data, I have experience programming
using the R language to explore data sets, and am familiar with multivariate linear regression.
The R language is also particularly well-suited to developing easy-to-understand graphs and
plots, so that I will be able to convey the findings of my research in an interesting and
engaging format.
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